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element, which has often been a light in the European dark-
ness and more than once the binding of the European wall ?
Small wonder, though, in this grand amalgam where one
hemisphere has been poured into another like a trunk hastily
repacked, that Batavia should elbow Corfu and passengers
for Goshen begin to get their baggage ready at Millersburg.
But I digress, For Rome lay behind us ; we were past
Oneida now ; and Syracuse was coming. Soon we should
see it; and as our engine's doleful bell clanged through its
streets and past its waiting shop-fronts, we looked eagerly
for Archimedes, tracing his circles in the sand.
4. Waiting-Room
The barber's pole rotated in its upright glass case like a
demented sugar-stick. That gyrating tricolour almost
seemed to call for music ; but all its stripes—red, white, and
blue—went round and round and up and up in an uncanny
silence. Over in the corner a stupendous news-stand
offered the Gargantuan fare of transatlantic journalism—
Sunday papers a foot thick ablaze with comic strips, local
evening journals that were a riot of corybantic head-lines,
and bright-coloured magazines alive with stunning blondes
or with open-air young men in lumberjacks and braces doing
the manliest things all across their covers. These feverish
delights were helped out by yet more hectic apples, polished
within an inch of spontaneous combustion and ruddy to the
point of apoplexy. Assorted candies tempted; strange,
highly-coloured beverages waited to be consumed through
straws out of little bottles; pencils in stacks prepared to
solve their cross-word puzzles for exhausted travellers;
and every known variety of chewing-gum stood ranged in
order. It was a noble spread; even the pea-nuts were
alluring, and I knew the pecan candy (at 10 cents the
highly brittle packet) to be quite irresistible. Remembering
the meagre fare of native book-stalls, which suppose the
soul to be satisfied with last Wednesday's Punch and a piece
of ink-eraser, I hung a momentary head.

